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Boolean OperatorsBoolean Operators

A proposition (A proposition (p, q, r, p, q, r, ……) in a propositional calculus can ) in a propositional calculus can 
get a get a booleanboolean value (i.e. true or false)value (i.e. true or false)
Propositional formula can be built by combining smaller Propositional formula can be built by combining smaller 
formula with formula with booleanboolean operators such as operators such as ¬¬, /, /\\, , \\//
How many different unary How many different unary booleanboolean operators exist?operators exist?

How many different binary How many different binary booleanboolean operators exist?operators exist?
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Boolean OperatorsBoolean Operators

⊕⊕exclusive orexclusive oroo1010↔↔equivalenceequivalenceoo77

oo1414←←reverse reverse 
implicationimplication

oo33

oo1212→→implicationimplicationoo55

↑↑nandnandoo99//\\cconjunctiononjunctionoo88

↓↓nornoroo1515\\//disjunctiondisjunctionoo22

symbolsymbolnamenameopopsymbolsymbolnamenameopop
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The first five binary operators can all be defined in terms The first five binary operators can all be defined in terms 
of any one of them plus of any one of them plus negationnegation
NandNand or nor by itself is sufficient to define all other or nor by itself is sufficient to define all other 
operators.operators.
The choice of an interesting set of operators depends on The choice of an interesting set of operators depends on 
the applicationthe application

Mathematics is generally interested in oneMathematics is generally interested in one--way logical deduction way logical deduction 
(given a set of axioms, what do they imply?).(given a set of axioms, what do they imply?).
So implication together with negation are chosen as the basic So implication together with negation are chosen as the basic 
operatorsoperators

Boolean OperatorsBoolean Operators
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Propositional formulasPropositional formulas

Def 2.1 A Def 2.1 A formula formula in the propositional calculus is a word that can be in the propositional calculus is a word that can be 
derived from the following grammar, starting from the initial noderived from the following grammar, starting from the initial nonn--
terminal terminal fmlfml

fmlfml ::= p ::= p for anyfor any p p ∈∈ PP
fmlfml ::= ::= ¬¬ fmlfml
fmlfml ::=::=fmlfml op op fmlfml wherewhere op op ∈∈ {{ \\/, //, /\\, , → → ,, ←←,, ↔↔,, ↓↓,, ↑↑,, ⊕⊕ }}

Each derivation of a formula from a grammar can be represented bEach derivation of a formula from a grammar can be represented by a y a 
derivation treederivation tree that displays the application of the grammar rules to the that displays the application of the grammar rules to the 
nonnon--terminalsterminals

nonnon--terminals: symbols that occur on the leftterminals: symbols that occur on the left--hand side of a rulehand side of a rule
terminal: symbols that occur on only the rightterminal: symbols that occur on only the right--hand side of a rulehand side of a rule

From the derivation tree we can obtain a From the derivation tree we can obtain a formation treeformation tree
by replacing an by replacing an fmlfml nonnon--terminal by the child that is an terminal by the child that is an operatoroperator or an or an atomatom
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Ambiguous representation of formulasAmbiguous representation of formulas
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Formulas created by a Polish notation Formulas created by a Polish notation 
There will be no ambiguity if the linear There will be no ambiguity if the linear 
sequence of symbols is created by a sequence of symbols is created by a 
preorder traversal of the formal treepreorder traversal of the formal tree

Visit the root, visit the left Visit the root, visit the left subtreesubtree, visit , visit 
the right the right subrreesubrree

↔ → ↔ → p q p q → → ¬¬p p ¬¬qq
→ → p p ↔↔ q q ¬¬ → → ¬¬p p ¬¬qq
Polish notation is used in the Polish notation is used in the 
internal representation of an internal representation of an 
expression in a computerexpression in a computer

advantage: the expression can be advantage: the expression can be 
executed in the linear order the executed in the linear order the 
symbols appear symbols appear 

If we rewrite the first If we rewrite the first 
formula from backwardsformula from backwards

qq¬¬ p p ¬¬ → → qpqp → ↔→ ↔

can be directly compiled can be directly compiled 
to the following to the following 
sequence of instructionssequence of instructions

Load qLoad q
NegateNegate
Load pLoad p
NegateNegate
ImplyImply
load qload q
Load pLoad p
ImplyImply
EquivEquiv
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Other ways to remove ambiguityOther ways to remove ambiguity

Use parenthesisUse parenthesis
Define precedence and Define precedence and associativityassociativity

The precedence orderThe precedence order
¬¬ > /> /\\ > > ↑↑ > > \\/ > / > ↓↓ > > → → > > ↔↔

Operators are assumed to associate to the rightOperators are assumed to associate to the right
aa\\/ b/ b\\/ c means (a/ c means (a\\/(/(bb\\/c/c))))
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Structural inductionStructural induction

Theorem 2.5. To show Theorem 2.5. To show property(Aproperty(A) for all ) for all 
formulas A it suffices to show:formulas A it suffices to show:

property(property(pp) for all atoms ) for all atoms pp
Assuming Assuming property(Aproperty(A), the property(), the property(¬¬ A) holdsA) holds
Assuming property(AAssuming property(A11) and property(A) and property(A22), then ), then 
property(Aproperty(A1 1 op Aop A22) hold, for each of the operators op) hold, for each of the operators op
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InterpretationsInterpretations
Def 2.6 An assignment is a function Def 2.6 An assignment is a function νν:P :P →→ {T,F}{T,F}

that is that is νν assigns one of the truth values T or F to every atomassigns one of the truth values T or F to every atom
Note that an assignment Note that an assignment νν can be can be extendedextended to a function to a function νν:F :F →→
{T,F}, mapping formulas to truth values by the inductive definit{T,F}, mapping formulas to truth values by the inductive definition. ion. 

νν is called an is called an interpretationinterpretation
Theorem 2.9 An assignment can be extended to Theorem 2.9 An assignment can be extended to exactly oneexactly one
interpretationinterpretation
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ExamplesExamples


